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1. Pre- and Post-Brain Games Describing You Exercise
SEL Topic - Self-Awareness

Objective: Students will be able to answer questions about themselves upon
completion of YouScience Discovery.

Materials Needed: Paper and pencil

Lesson: Ask students to answer the following prompt before taking YouScience (preferably
before they even know anything about it):

In a couple of sentences, how would you describe yourself? Let students answer however
they want to; there are no right or wrong answers.

Ask students for a few sample answers and look for patterns. Are students mentioning high
grades, athletic ability, or teamwork skills?

● Ask all students who wrote down words like “motivated” or “hardworking” or “smart” to
raise their hands. Do you see multiple hands in the air? Point out how similarly students
are describing themselves! To college recruiters and potential employers, they all look
the same. How are they going to differentiate themselves to reach their goals?

● Are they describing themselves positively or negatively? What kinds of words and
statements are they using? Ask students to keep their answer somewhere they will be
able to find it in a few days/weeks (or collect student answers).

After students take YouScience, conduct the same activity. Ask students to describe
themselves in a couple of sentences. Have their descriptions changed since taking
YouScience? How? How will this information help them stand out in a college essay,
scholarship application, or a resume? Pass back each student’s previous response to this
question, so they can really take a look at how their descriptions of themselves have changed
after reading through their results (specifically the Aptitudes and Describing You sections). How
does having this knowledge about their natural gifts change their perceptions of themselves or
their ideas of which careers they can pursue in the future?
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2. Understanding Aptitudes - Let’s Get Moving!
SEL Topic - Self-Awareness

Objective: Students will be able to describe how their collection of aptitudes are unique
to them.

Materials Needed: Computer, tablet, or phone to retrieve Discovery results, Aptitudes
Explained (teacher), Aptitude Summary Handout (attached), and pencil

Lesson:

Have the students open their YouScience profile and complete the Aptitude Summary
worksheet.

Choose one of the nine aptitudes and have students move to three corners of the classroom
based on their results (i.e. Timeframe orientation - three corners for Future Focused,
Balanced, Present Focused). (Move to your corner as well!)

Select someone from each of the three groups and have them read the cheat sheet about that
specific group of students. Encourage the students to discuss how well the description fits
them.

Ask the students to notice how the groupings change with each aptitude. Point out that each
person’s mix of aptitudes will be unique to them. They are similar to other students in some
ways, and different from them in other ways.

Repeat through all nine of the aptitudes or as time allows.
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Aptitude Summary

Circle the term in each row that appears in your online YouScience profile.

Core Drivers

Visual Comparison
Speed

Visual Scanner List Checker Double Checker

Numerical
Reasoning

Numerical Checker Numerical Predictor Numerical Detective

Spatial
Visualization

Space Planner 3D Visualizer Abstract Thinker

Sequential
Reasoning

Process Supporter Sequential Thinker Collaborative
Planner

Idea Generation Brainstormer Concentrated
Focuser

Idea Contributor

Inductive
Reasoning

Investigator Fact Checker Diagnostic Problem
Solver

Personal Approach

Timeframe
Orientation

Present Focuser Balanced Focuser Present Focuser

Vocabulary Solid Accomplished Masterful

Work Approach Generalist Liaison Specialist

Interpersonal Style Extrovert Blended Energizer Introvert
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3. Top Talent Activity
SEL Topic - Self-Awareness

Objective: Students will be able to identify their two strongest aptitudes and give
examples of that strength in their life.

Materials Needed: YouScience results, computer/tablet, pen/pencil, worksheet
(attached)

Lesson:

On the Aptitudes page of each
student’s results, he or she will
have a wheel with each of their
core aptitudes represented.
Explain that the largest arc
sections represent the strongest
talents for that student.

Here they can ID their top two core drivers and see how each is subdivided into three areas.
Make sure they understand the difference between the core drivers and THEIR specific
aptitudes. (i.e. Spatial Visualization is the core driver, but 3D Visualizer, Space Planner, and
Abstract Thinker are the actual aptitudes.)
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Ask each student to write their top two talents down and answer the associated questions:
(You can display the questions or provide the attached worksheet.)

Top Talent (1)

1. What is this aptitude? (For example: Spatial Visualization is the ability to mentally
visualize 2D objects and space in 3D.)

2. Look at the three descriptive sentences in the box to the right of the aptitude “pie.”
Which of these descriptions describes you the most?

3. Where do you see an example of this description in your life today? (For example: I’m
strong in Visual Comparison Speed, and I always find typos and errors in the books and
magazine articles I’m reading.)

Top Talent (2)

1. What is this aptitude? (For example: Visual Comparison Speed is how quickly and
accurately you notice differences between written symbols.)

2. Look at the three descriptive sentences in the box to the right of the aptitude “pie.”
Which of these descriptions describes you the most?

3. Where do you see an example of this description in your life today? (For example: I’m
strong in Visual Comparison Speed, and I always find typos and errors in the books and
magazine articles I’m reading.)

Next: Ask students to share some of their answers. The purpose of this activity is for
students to truly understand what each aptitude means and what it looks like in their
life currently.

(Optional) Additional Discussion: Have students brainstorm some of the ways they will be
able to use these talents in high school and beyond (and not just in the context of their classes
at school). For example, a student who is a Future Focuser will likely be able to take charge in a
group project by setting goals for the team and making sure each person stays on task.
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Top Talent Activity Worksheet

Top Talent (1)

What is this aptitude? (For example: Spatial Visualization is the ability to mentally visualize 2D
objects and space in 3D.)

Look at the three descriptive sentences in the box to the right of the aptitude “pie.” Which of
these descriptions describes you the most?

Where do you see an example of this description in your life today? (For example: I’m strong in
Visual Comparison Speed, and I always find typos and errors in the books and magazine
articles I’m reading.)

Top Talent (2)

What is this aptitude? (For example: Visual Comparison Speed is how quickly and accurately
you notice differences between written symbols.)

Look at the three descriptive sentences in the box to the right of the aptitude “pie.” Which of
these descriptions describes you the most?

Where do you see an example of this description in your life today? (For example: I’m strong in
Visual Comparison Speed, and I always find typos and errors in the books and magazine
articles I’m reading.)
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4. Deeper Dive Into Talents
SEL Topic - Self-Awareness

Objectives: Students will be able to explain what an aptitude is.

Materials Needed: YouScience results, computer/tablet, pen/pencil

Lesson:

On the Aptitudes page of each
student’s results, there is a
section labeled Personal
Approach.

Ask each student to choose one talent of the four listed under “Personal Approach” and
answer the associated questions: (You can display the questions or provide a written
handout.)

What talent have you chosen to explore?

Click the “explore” button for this talent. Scroll down to “How does this impact my daily life?”

Under “Work” describe one way this talent will impact your work life.

Under “School” describe one way this talent will impact your school life.

Under “Social” describe one way this talent will impact your social life.

Scroll down to “Things you may find…”

What is something you may find easy due to this talent?

What is something you may find difficult due to this talent?
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Scroll down to “Tips for Success.”

What is a tip for success for you given this talent?

Next: Ask students to share some of their answers. The purpose of this activity is for students
to truly understand what the aptitude means and what it looks like in their life currently.

(Optional) Additional Discussion: Have students brainstorm some of the ways they will be
able to use these talents in high school and beyond (and not just in the context of their classes
at school). For example, a student who is a Future Focuser will likely be able to take charge in a
group project by setting goals for the team and making sure each person stays on task.
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Talent - Deeper Dive Worksheet

Choose one talent of the four listed under “Personal Approach” and answer these questions:

What talent have you chosen to explore?   __________________________________________

Click the “explore” button for this talent. Scroll down to “How does this impact my daily life?”

Under “Work” describe one way this talent will impact your work life.

Under “School” describe one way this talent will impact your school life.

Under “Social” describe one way this talent will impact your social life.

Scroll down to “Things you may find…”

What is something you may find easy due to this talent?

What is something you may find difficult due to this talent?

Scroll down to “Tips for Success.”

What is a tip for success for you given this talent?
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5. Post-it Activity - Building Self-Efficacy and Self
Worth
SEL Topic - Self-Empowerment - Future Confidence

Objective: Students will be able to use the Describing You section to create a personal
affirmation statement.

Materials Needed: Computer, tablet, or phone to access YouScience results, Post-it
Notes (at least three per student), and something to write with.

Lesson: Explain to students how important it is for each of them to know and believe in their
unique strengths and the value they bring to their community and to society. They should know
more about their aptitudes from their YouScience results, so the purpose of this exercise is for
students to identify the qualities they are most proud of and commit them to memory.

From the home screen, have students navigate to the Describing You section of their results.
Have them review the “Terms that Describe You” and “Statements to Use…” sections.
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Provide these instructions:

Using the one word descriptors and statements from the Describing You section, write
down three (or more!) of your strengths on your provided Post-it Notes (one strength per
Post-it). Think about the words and phrases that really speak to you and describe the
things you do well.

Ask students to share what they wrote down out loud if they feel comfortable. Encourage
students to post these affirmations at home, in their lockers, binders- anywhere they have
access to them each day and can be reminded of their value! This will also help students
prepare for job interviews and college admissions interviews.

*If possible, write strengths on your own Post-its for students to use as an example.
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6. Career Exploration - Understanding Career Fit

SEL Topic - Self-Efficacy - Career Decision-Making

Objective: Students will be able to identify 10 careers that best align with their
aptitudes and interests.

Materials Needed: Computer or tablet, pen and paper

Lesson: Students will navigate through their Discovery profile as instructed and answer the
following questions. (Questions may be displayed or you can use the attached worksheet.)

From the homescreen, choose “Best Fit Career Matches.”

Spend a few minutes exploring your matches.

1. Sort by Interest Fit (what you love today)

2. Sort by Aptitude Fit (what you’d be good at)

3. Sort by Overall Fit (sweet spot: good and love)

4. Search for careers you’re curious about

5. Save at least 10 careers you are interested in
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What is a career that interested you that you hadn’t heard of before?

What surprised you most about your career suggestions?

Pick one of your top four careers:
In your Aptitude Fit Analysis
Graph, see how your aptitudes
(orange dots) line up with the
aptitudes needed for this career
(white dots).

Describe how your aptitudes would help you be successful if you were in this career:

Now find a Fair or Weak Fit career. Go back to that Aptitude Detail in My Results and pick a Tip
for Success. Describe how you could use it to be successful if you were in this career:
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Understanding Career Fit Worksheet

Spend a few minutes exploring your matches.
1. Sort by Interest Fit (what you love today)

2. Sort by Aptitude Fit (what you’d be good at)

3. Sort by Overall Fit (sweet spot: good and love)

4. Search for careers you’re curious about

5. Save at least 10 careers you are interested in

What is a career that interested you that you hadn’t heard of before?

What surprised you most about your career suggestions?

Pick one of your top four careers: In your
Aptitude Fit Analysis Graph, see how your
aptitudes (orange dots) line up with the
aptitudes needed for this career (white dots).

Describe how your aptitudes would help you be successful if you were in this career:

Now find a Fair or Weak Fit career. Go back to that Aptitude Detail in My Results and pick a
“Tip for Success.” Describe how you could use it to be successful if you were in this career:
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7. Career Exploration - Evaluating Potential Careers
SEL Topic - Self-Efficacy - Career Decision-Making

Objective: Students will be able to describe how their aptitude/talent could be an asset
in a career.

Materials Needed: Computer or tablet

Click “Best Fit Careers” on your main YouScience Results page. Pick a “Strong Overall
Fit” career that you would like to explore.

Select one of the careers by clicking on it.
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Navigate through the home page for this
Career and answer the following
questions:

What is the Career’s Name/Title?

Scroll Down. Which of your aptitudes (orange circles) is the best fit for this career?

Which of your interests (blue circles) is the best fit for this career?

Read the Career Description and answer the following questions:

How could you use your talents in this career?

How might this career be difficult for you?

Is this a career you would like to learn more about? Why or why not?

If so, who could help you learn more about this career?

Repeat with multiple careers as time allows.

Next: Ask students to share how they could use their talents in one of the careers they chose
to explore. What surprised them about this career? Is it a career they had thought about doing
before? Why or why not?
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Understanding Career Fit Worksheet

Navigate through the home page
for this Career and answer the
following questions:

What is the Career’s Name/Title?

Scroll Down. Which of your aptitudes (orange circles) is the best fit for this career?

Which of your interests (blue circles) is the best fit for this career?

Read the Career Description and answer the following questions:

How could you use your talents in this career?

How might this career be difficult for you?

Is this a career you would like to learn more about? Why or why not?

If so, who could help you learn more about this career?
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8. Become a World-Changer
SEL Topic - Self-Empowerment - Future Confidence

Objective: Students will be able to articulate how to apply a personal aptitude strength
to help solve a world problem.

Materials Needed: Computer, tablet, or phone to access YouScience results

TALKING about results and feelings is powerful. Organize students into groups of three to four
members. Have each group choose one of the problems below and discuss how each of them
could use their unique talents to help solve the problem. (If a team can’t agree on a problem,
you can assign one. Be prepared to offer suggestions about the types of careers typically
associated with each.)

Provide these instructions: When you care deeply about a problem and have the
opportunity to use your talents to help solve that problem, you discover a feeling of
purpose. There are many problems in the world today and we need everyone’s help to
solve them. You have unique talents and abilities that can make a difference for our
community and perhaps the world. Through the Discovery brain games, you have
learned about some of your strengths and talents. As a team, choose one of the
problems below and discuss how you can use your talents to help solve that problem.

1. Eliminate Hunger - Increase the Food Supply and Improve Distribution Issues
2. Improve Health and Well-being - Physical and mental healthcare
3. Improve Education - Increase access to high-quality education and create new

methods
4. Clean Water and Sanitation - No one can live without clean water and proper

sanitation
5. Affordable and Clean Energy - Reduce energy costs and eliminate pollution
6. Innovation and Industry - Design and Create products that make our lives better and

create more jobs
7. Improve Infrastructure - Keep our communities going: Roads, Utilities,

Communications
8. Protect our community - We count on many people to keep us safe every day

Ask each team to report back a few of their ideas. Ask if any of them want to explore careers
that would enable them to work on those problems.
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9. Diving Deeper - Researching a Career
SEL Topic - Self-Efficacy - Career Decision-Making

Objective: Students can explain why, what, and how they plan on pursuing their career
of choice.

Materials Needed: Computer or tablet; Powerpoint, Google Slides, or other
presentation software

Lesson: Ask students to pull up their YouScience results and click the Careers tab at the top
of the screen. If they haven’t already, all students should save at least three careers they are
interested in (we recommend at least one of them should be a Strong Fit in the Overall Fit
category). Students will need to narrow down these options to one specific career to explore
in more detail.

Student Project: Students will put together a PowerPoint presentation about the research
they’ve conducted on the career of their choosing. Suggested slide topics to include:

● WHY they want to pursue the career

● Educational investment required (what is their plan for school?)

● What are the core tasks of the job? What will the student be doing on a day to day
basis?

● Career Goals: including salary information and where the student plans to live

● Aptitude Fit: Students should list at least two aptitudes that they will be able to
use/leverage to their advantage in this career

● Interest Fit: Students should list at least two interests that contribute to why they want
to work in this industry

● Plan for AFTER post-secondary education (if student is pursuing post-secondary ed)

Encourage students to share their slides with parents, guardians, counselors, or others who
can offer encouragement and support.

Optional: Have students volunteer to present their projects to the class.
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